Training large machine learning (ML) models with many variables or parameters can take a long time if one employs sequential procedures even with stochastic updates. A natural solution is to turn to distributed computing on a cluster; however, naive, unstructured parallelization of ML algorithms does not usually lead to a proportional speedup and can even result in divergence, because dependencies between model elements can attenuate the computational gains from parallelization and compromise correctness of inference. Recent efforts toward this issue have benefited from exploiting the static, a priori block structures residing in ML algorithms. In this paper, we take this path further by exploring the dynamic block structures and workloads therein present during ML program execution, which offers new opportunities for improving convergence, correctness, and load balancing in distributed ML. We propose and showcase a general-purpose scheduler, STRADS, for coordinating distributed updates in ML algorithms, which harnesses the aforementioned opportunities in a 
INTRODUCTION
Sensory techniques and digital storage media have improved at a breakneck pace, leading to massive collections of data. The resultant so-called Big Data problems have been a common focus in recent enthusiasms toward scalable machine learning, and numerous algorithmic and system solutions have been proposed to alleviate the time-bottleneck due to Big Data by exploring various heuristic or principled strategies for data parallelism [3, 18, 20, 28] .
However, another important aspect of Big ML is what we refer to as Big Model problems, in which models with millions if not billions of variables and/or parameters (e.g., as
one would see in a deep network or a large-scale topic model) must be estimated from big (or even modestly-sized) data; such Big Model problems seem to have received relatively less attention from the community. In this paper, we investigate how to facilitate effective and sound parallelization of inference over a large number of variables and/or parameters in such models, an issue we call model parallelism. Model-parallel inference is necessary for many ultra-high dimensional problems that have recently emerged in modern applications. For example, in genetics and personalized medicine, the number of model variables (e.g., candidate genetic variations) can easily exceed millions; and in e-commerce applications such as personalized ads recommendation, the so-called "interest genome" derived for every person from their multi-media social trace is also very high-dimensional. These high-dimensional problems must be solved quickly to be practically useful for patients or consumers, therefore sequential computation even on a powerful, high-end single machine is usually not an option, and distributing the computation over large number of processors in a cluster becomes a natural choice. It is important to note that model-parallelism is not the same as data-parallelism, and poses very different challenges -model-parallelism requires model variables to be partitioned for parallel updates with tight synchronization, whereas data-parallelism involves computation on (usually) independent data subsets. Our focus in this paper is to systematically study the algorithm, system, and theory issues that support model-parallelism.
A major challenge to model-parallelism is that many existing algorithms for ML are derived with the assumption of sequential iteration over variables -for example, optimization algorithms for Lasso [25] , matrix factorization [27] , sparse coding [8] , and support vector machines [12] ; MCMC algorithms for topic models [9] , Bayesian nonparametric models [7] , and direct posterior regularization models [5] . However, the convergence rates and correctness guarantees for these algorithms do not always extend to the parallel execution over model variables. In other words, naive model-parallelization can slow down the convergence rate or even lead to failure of ML algorithms [2] .
In this paper, we focus on the problem of how to parallelize ML algorithms over different model variables. Recent efforts toward parallel ML over model variables can be divided into two approaches: (1) unstructured distributed ML, and (2) structured distributed ML.
The first approach includes algorithms that select model variables uniformly at random for parallel execution [2] ; the second approach uses the problem structure to select which variables to update in parallel, thus speeding up per-iteration convergence rates [23] , boosting iteration frequency by improving distributed system performance (e.g. minimizing network communications or disk I/O) [14, 15] , and guaranteeing algorithm correctness [23] . While structured distributed ML has benefits over unstructured approaches, there is an additional cost to finding such structures. In this paper, we adopt the approach of structured distributed ML, but in a way that departs significantly from conventional strategies, as inspired by the following insights on how structures in an ML program can be explored and exploited.
Static Block Structures: Static block structures, which are often assumed to be intrinsic to a model and discovered before algorithm start and held fixed during execution, have been widely used for efficient parallerization of ML algorithms. Examples include block Gibbs sampling [17] , structured mean field approximations [13] , graph-partitioning for parallel ex-ecutions in GraphLab [18] , parallel coordinate descent for matrix factorization [27] , and block-greedy coordinate descent algorithm [23] . The key insight of this approach is that, if decoupled blocks of variables are updated in parallel, then both inconsistencies due to parallel variable updates as well as communications between different blocks are minimized, resulting in improved ML algorithm convergence rates and guaranteed correctness. However, static block structures must be discovered prior to starting an ML algorithm, resulting in a large, unavoidable runtime cost. Furthermore, static block structures fail to capture the dynamic, changing aspects of ML algorithms driven by data (such as how variables and parameters change throughout execution), and thus cannot obtain a holistic view of an ML problem's structure.
Dynamic Block Structures:
In reality, model block structures are not completely static, but can dynamically change at runtime according to the values of parameters and variables due to data-driven updates. Notably, transient block structures can arise due to recently updated parameters and variables. Taking 1 -regularized regression as an example, let us consider parallel updates of {β j , β k } at the t-th iteration. If β k stays zero at the (t−1)-th and t-th iteration, then β (t) k does not affect the update of β (t) j -even when the correlation (i.e. dependency) between x j and x k is large. Such dynamic, runtime structure discovery is critical for distributed ML algorithms, because static block structure, while useful, relies on finding separable blocks from the input data and the model's a priori topology -a challenging task on many real datasets [26] . Furthermore, dynamic block structures have computational advantages over their static counterparts -because dynamic structure is discovered online during algorithm execution, its cost can be amortized over multiple processors working in the background (as opposed to the lump sum cost of static structure discovery).
Projected-Progress on Dynamic Block Structures: While dynamic block structures ensure correct parallel execution, they do not directly expedite or improve ML algorithm convergence rates -for that, it is necessary to account for (1) In this paper, we seek to explore Structure-Aware Parallelism (SAP) inspired by the above insights, at both the algorithmic front-end and system back-end levels. Accordingly,
we present a new model-parallel ML strategy called STRADS, or STRucture-Aware Dynamic
Scheduler. Figure 1 showcases the key advantage resulting from this new strategy: under a dynamic block-based parallel approach, the convergence of an ML algorithm can escape from the slow-progressing trajectory characteristic of a static block-based parallelism, thus arriving at a better solution much more quickly. This is made possible by the dynamic approach's ability to adapt to changing structure and execution status, as an ML program (in this case, parallel Lasso) progresses.
More precisely, STRADS is a statistically motivated scheduler that executes distributed ML algorithms correctly and with high-convergence rates by jointly considering dynamic block structures, load balancing, and algorithmic progress made by updates on variable blocks. Figure 2 outlines the basic rationales behind STRADS, while Figure 3 sketches out the system architecture. We apply STRADS to two example applications: parallel Lasso and parallel matrix factorization (MF), using coordinate descent algorithms (we expect STRADS applies to other algorithms on additional ML programs, which we will subject to future case studies). In the Lasso example, we showcase the benefits of using dynamic block structures based on the runtime values of coefficients; and in the MF example, we demonstrate the advantages of load balancing for parallel execution. Furthermore, we provide a theoretical analysis that proves our scheduling scheme for Lasso is approximately optimal.
Our experiments show that for Lasso and MF, STRADS yields faster convergence than unstructured and static block-based approaches, as well as better final objective function values (for Lasso).
Notation We denote a matrix with N samples and J variables as X ∈ R N ×J , and a vector with N samples as x ∈ R N ×1 . We represent a column index by subscript, and a row index by superscript. We denote iteration index by parenthesized superscript, matrices by boldfaced uppercase letters, and vectors by bold-faced lowercase letters. We also denote the "dependency strength" (e.g. correlation) between the j-th and k-th variables by d(x j , x k ), and a set of M blocks of variables by B = {B 1 , . . . , B M }.
STRUCTURE-AWARE PARALLELISM (SAP) FOR DYNAMIC BLOCK SCHEDULING
We begin with an outline of the scheduling model upon which our proposed approach is built, which we call Structure-Aware Parallelism (SAP). Suppose there are J model variables, and
we have P parallel workers to update them. SAP iterates over four steps:
1. Draw a set U (t) of P (> P ) variables to update at iteration t, from an "importance" distribution p(j). The idea is to choose variables that give high expected improvement in the loss function.
2. From the set U (t) , find a set of variable blocks
and ρ is a user-defined parameter. Here,
is a user-defined measure of coupling between x l and x m (e.g. correlation or partial correlation).
3. Merge blocks of variables in B 1 until every block has a similar workload, thus achieving load balance. We denote the set of regrouped blocks by B 2 , and we dispatch the P blocks of variables in B 2 to P workers. The first step maximizes convergence rates, by selecting variables that will contribute the most to loss function improvement. This is carried out by sampling variables from the distribution p(j), which assigns higher probability to variables whose recent updates have had higher impact on the loss function. Note that p(j) changes across iterations, because the importance of each variable changes as the algorithm progresses -this is a key difference between dynamic and static block structures.
The second step ensures correctness of an ML algorithm, by decoupling only those blocks of variables with little to no interdependency. It is well-known that simultaneous updates to strongly coupled variables can cause interference; this not only slows down convergence but can even lead to algorithm failure (e.g. divergence) [2] . By organizing variables into nearlyindependent blocks, we can control the degree of interference, thus guaranteeing correctness.
The third step performs load balancing. Because blocks can greatly vary in size, situations can arise where most workers end up waiting for the worker with the biggest block to finish -the "curse of the last reducer" [24] . We address this problem by merging blocks until all remaining blocks contain similar workloads.
The fourth step is a "progress monitoring" step, in which SAP estimates the progress each variable contributes to algorithm convergence. Depending on the ML algorithm being run, the definition of progress can vary: examples include the magnitude of change in each variable, or the change in residuals due to variable updates. SAP then uses this information to update p(j) (e.g. by increasing the probability of faster-changing variables) and d(x j , x k ) (e.g. by removing dependencies between variables that have reached zero).
We note that SAP is only one scheme for dynamic block scheduling, and other designs are possible. The key advantage of our design is computational efficiency: step 1 minimizes the computational cost of scheduling by reducing the set of variables from which we must find block structures -essentially a bootstrap-based approach to structure discovery. This is important because the scheduler must be able to find block structures faster than workers consume them (i.e. the scheduler must not be a bottleneck).
We now showcase how coordinate descent algorithms for two popular ML models, 1 -regularized regression and Matrix Factorization, can be cast into parallel versions via SAP.
Case 1: 1 -regularized Regression
Algorithm 1 Parallel CD for Lasso, using SAP Choose P , η (a small positive constant), and ρ Set t j = 2 for all j = 1, . . . , J, where t j represents the iteration-counter for the j-th coefficient Set β
where C is a very large positive constant while not converged do Draw a set U of P coefficients, from a distribution p(j) ∝ |β
P is a constant larger than P Choose a set B 1 of ≤ P coefficients (i.e. one-variable blocks) from U, such that |x
, where x j is the covariate corresponding to β j In parallel on P workers Get assigned coefficient j from B 1 Update β (t j ) j using update rule (2)
end while
The 1 -regularized regression (a.k.a Lasso) [25] is used to discover a small subset of features or dimensions that are relevant to an output y. 1 -regularized regression takes the form of an optimization program:
where λ denotes the regularization parameter that can be tuned, and L(·) is a non-negative convex loss function such as squared-loss or logistic-loss; we assume that X and y are standardized and consider (1) without an intercept. Throughout this paper, for simplicity but without loss of generality, we let L(X, y, β) =
However, it is straightforward to use other loss functions such as logistic-loss using the same approach shown in [2] .
By taking gradient of (1), we obtain the coordinate descent (CD) algorithm [4] update rule for β j :
where S(·, λ) is a soft-thresholding operator [4] .
SAP schedules parallel CD updates on the Lasso optimization program (1), according to the four steps:
• Step 1: We use probability p(j) ∝ δβ j , where δβ j = |β
j represents β j at the t-th iteration. Intuitively, convergence is improved when we update variables (coefficients) that change more rapidly per iteration, and thus we prioritize variables based on their value change. In Section 4, we provide a theoretical justification for use of p(j).
• Step 2: We define dependency d(x l , x m ) for the parallel updates of (2) . In this case,
, correlation between l-th and m-th covariates (note that we standardized X). If the j-th and k-th covariates, x j and x k , are highly correlated, then updating {β j , β k } in parallel will cause an interference effect that may dramatically attenuate improvement in the objective function [2] . SAP ensures that variables β j are grouped into blocks such that variables in different blocks have nearly independent covariates x j -thus keeping intereference effects to a minimum.
• Step 3: For parallel Lasso, we fixe the size of blocks to one for application-specific reasons. It turns out that it is non-trivial to choose an appropriate size of blocks considering both load balance and quality of updates (i.e., decrease of objective value).
Thus, choosing an appropriate size of blocks at runtime is left for future work.
• Step 4: After collecting the updated variables β (t) j from workers, SAP uses them to update p(j) from Step 1.
Case 2: Matrix Factorization
MF is often used for collaborative filtering, where the goal is to predict a user's unknown preferences, given his/her known preferences and the preferences of others. The input data is modeled as an incomplete matrix A ∈ R N ×M , where N is the number of users, and M is the number of items/preferences. The idea is to discover smaller rank-k matrices W ∈ R N ×K and H ∈ R K×M such that WH ≈ A. Thus, the product WH can be used to predict the missing entries (user preferences). Formally, let Ω be the set of indices of observed entries in A, Ω i be the set of observed column indices in the i-th row of A, and Ω j be the set of observed row indices in the j-th column of A. Then, the MF problem is defined as an
This optimization is solved via parallel CD, with the following update rules for W and H:
where
To solve the MF problem, SAP iterates through each rank t ∈ {1 . . . K}, parallelizing the updates {w i t } over blocks of rows i in A, and parallelizing the updates {h t j } over blocks of columns j in A. Specifically:
• Step 1: For MF, prioritizing variables within a full column W or row H results in minimal benefit, hence we use a uniform distribution for p(j).
• Step 2: In MF, each coefficient can be independently updated without interference.
Thus, d(x l , x m ) = 0, and any coefficients can be grouped together. the idea being to avoid scheduling highly-dependent variables in parallel on different blocks (to maintain correctness). STRADS then merges these blocks into larger blocks (for load balancing), and then dispatches these load-balanced blocks to workers. The workers then report their updated blocks back to STRADS which uses them to update the importance distribution p(j) and dependency function d(x j , x j ). This process constitutes one iteration, which is repeat with a new set of blocks (i.e. dynamic structure). Our implementation of STRADS is fully distributed over multiple machines.
• Step 3: Because the observed matrix entries often follow a power-law distribution, we perform load balancing by grouping rows and columns into larger blocks, such that the nonzero entries of A are equally distributed.
• Step 4: Since p(j) and (dx l , x m ) are constant functions, no modification is required.
STRADS: AN EFFICIENT, DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION OF SAP
Now we describe STRADS (Figure 3 ), a distributed implementation of the SAP scheduling model, which can use any number of machines to provide scheduling for an arbitrary degree of pallellism. Having a distributed implementation ensures that STRADS will scale to meet the computation and memory demands of finding dynamic block structure on extremely large models and input data. The key ideas behind STRADS are (1) each scheduler thread is responsible for scheduling its own disjoint set of variables (and only those variables), and (2) the scheduler threads take turns to send blocks to the worker clients.
Implementation Overview Suppose the user invokes S STRADS threads (which can be on different machines) to solve an ML model with J variables. STRADS proceeds as follows: First, each thread s is randomly assigned J/S variables (with no overlaps) before the algorithm starts; these assignments remain fixed throughout. Next, all threads execute the four SAP steps -(1) select P variables from p s (j), where p s (j) is the importance distribution over the J/S variables assigned to thread s, (2) use those P variables to form the set of dynamic variable blocks B 1 according to d(x j , x k ), (3) merge blocks to get a new set of blocks B 2 that are load-balanced, and distribute them to workers, and (4) receive the updated blocks from workers, and update p s (j), d(x j , x k ). The STRADS scheduler threads take turns to dispatch B 2 to the P workers: thread 1 dispatches first, then thread 2, and so on until thread S, before returning to thread 1.
In our experiments, we assume the entire input data is available to every machine, though we note that it can just as easily be stored in a distributed key-value store or parameter server. Each scheduler thread maintains and stores only the J/S variables assigned to it.
We implement STRADS in C++, using the Boost libraries and the 0MQ 3.2.4 library [11] for inter-machine network communications.
Programming Interface Per the SAP model, STRADS requires users to define modelspecific functions p(j) and d(x j , x j ), via the following interface:
• define sampling(p), where p is a function object such that p(j) returns the probability of variable j. STRADS also provides p with an interface to access the input data, as well as the model variables (on the current STRADS thread); we shall not go into the details for space reasons.
• define dependency(d), where d is a function object such that d(j,k) returns the dependency between variables j and k. Like p, d has access to the model variables and input data through STRADS.
Properties of STRADS From a distributed systems perspective, the round-robin design of STRADS carries the following benefits: one, it makes effective use of distributed cluster memory -every scheduler thread only needs to store the state of the J/S variables assigned to it. Two, the scheduler threads require almost no communication between each other; they just need to coordinate taking turns to serve workers. Three, the round-robin arrangement allows each scheduler thread more time to prepare B 2 for dispatch -if there are S threads, then each thread has S-fold more time. This prevents situations where workers have to wait for the schduler, and is essentially a form of hiding computational latency.
STRADS is essentially a bootstrap of the SAP model. Even though the importance distribution p(j) is now split into S distributions p s (j), since J S for Big Model problems, each p s (j) will be approximately similar in shape to the original p(j). Furthermore, STRADS preserves algorithm correctness: because blocks from different scheduler threads will be updated at different iterations, there is no need to cross-check depedencies for blocks between threads. Load balancing is also unaffected, provided that J/S is sufficiently large (so that enough blocks are produced). Thus, STRADS is a close, bootstrapped approximation to SAP scheduling for Big Models with a large number of variables and/or parameters.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL CD UNDER SAP
The SAP model specifies a general-purpose dynamic block scheduler for distributed ML algorithms; given a specific ML algorithm, the user must input appropriate definitions for p(j) (important variable subsampling) and d(x j , x k ) (dependency checking). To provide theoretical analysis of parallel CD under SAP, let us consider the definitions for Lasso regression in Section 2.1 -under them, we will show that SAP approximately obtains the optimal Lasso convergence rate for P worker threads. We formally re-state those definitions:
1. Select a subset of variables in the t-th iteration: choose P > P Lasso coefficients (variables), i.e., P t = {v j } P j=1 , where v j ∈ {1, . . . , J} are selected from the distribution p(j) ∝ δβ
| and η is a small constant (e.g. we used η = 10 −4 ).
2. Group the coefficients into jobs to be dispatched in the t-th iteration, where each job contains exactly one coefficient. More precisely, find a set of P coefficients to be dispatched such that
Here x T j x k represents the correlation between the j-th covariate and the k-th covariate; we assume X has been standardized for Lasso.
3. Dispatch {β vt 1 , . . . , β vt P } to P parallel workers. 4 . Receive updated {β vt 1 , . . . , β vt P } from the workers, to be used in steps 1-2 next iteration.
Below, we present highlights from our theoretical results. Our analysis is based on the sampling distribution p(j) ∝ δβ j is unavailable at t-th iteration before computing β (t) j ; we introduced η to give all β j s non-zero probability to account for the approximation), and the allowed model dependency threshold ρ at each iteration -this is unlike the global condition for all iterations used in [2, 23] .
For theoretical analysis, we rewrite problem (1) as: min β L(X, y, β) + λ 2J j=1 β j , where X contains 2J features by duplicating original features with opposite sign (see appendix for details), and β j ≥ 0, for all j = 1, . . . , 2J. We define the Lasso objective as F (β (t) ) =
j |, and the following theorem shows that p(j) ∝ δβ
j is approximately optimal for SAP.
is the set of indices of coefficients updated in parallel at the t-th iteration, and ρ is sufficiently small such that ρδβ
approximately maximizes a lower bound L to the expected decrease in the objective function F (β (t) ) after updating coefficients indexed by P t , where L is defined as
This means that our scheduling strategy for parallel lasso approximately maximizes the lower bound for the progress per iteration (We defer the proof to the appendix).
We now discuss SAP's scalability with respect to the Shotgun algorithm, which determines P t uniformly at random [2] . Firstly, SAP always acheives the maximum effective parallelization allowed by input data, by actively minimizing the interference caused by parallel updates. In contrast, Shotgun's effective parallelization is reduced whenever the (randomly drawn) coefficients happen to be correlated, thus producing intereference when updated in parallel. Furthermore, SAP always chooses the P coefficients with the effort to decrease the objective function, whereas Shotgun is agnostic to coefficient importance. Because of these two factors, SAP has superior theoretical (and as we shall show, empirical) scalability over Shotgun.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We show that the SAP model (implemented as STRADS) outperforms the unstructured model parallelism, which selects variables uniformly at random for parallel execution, as well as the static block-structured parallelism model, which does not change block structures during execution. We demonstrate this on two exemplar applications, parallel Lasso and parallel MF; experimental details follow:
Datasets For parallel Lasso, we used one real and one synthetic dataset. Our real dataset was the Alzheimer's disease (AD) dataset [10] , containing 463 samples and 508,999 covariates (single nucleotide polymorphisms) for X, and real-valued APOE gene expression levels for y. For synthetic data, we generated 450 samples with 1,000,000 features; and a real-valued output with 10,000 true non-zero coefficients. For parallel MF, we used the NetFlix 
Experimental platform and STRADS configurations
We ran the experiments on a compute cluster, with the following machine specifications: 64 cores (16 × 4 AMD Opteron 1.4 GHz), 3TB SATA drive, 128GB RAM, and 10GbE network interface. Parallel Lasso and MF applications were tested in different platforms. We ran the parallel Lasso application in the distributed setting (multiple machines) using from 60 to 240 cores, and parallel MF in the single multi-core machine setting using from 4 to 16 cores. STRADS was configured as follows: for Lasso, we used η = 10 −6 , ρ = 0.1, and λ = 5 × 10 −4 , and for MF, we partitioned variables such that each block contains N/P or M/P variables, where P is the number of cores. this is because after all variables have been updated at least once, STRADS now has a full estimate of the importance distribution p(j), so it can now prioritize more important variables. This results in a dramatic reduction in objective value.
Experiments on Parallel Lasso
Second, STRADS exhibits not only a faster convergence rate, but also a substantially better objective function value when converged. It is possible that the other two approaches We vary the number of processor cores from 4 to 16.
will eventually achieve the same objective that STRADS had. In practice however, algorithms are run with an automatic stopping condition -typically a minimum threshold on change in objective value. Under such a stopping condition, STRADS achieves a better final objective value than the other schedulers.
Finally, we observe that static correlation scheduling only beats random scheduling by a significant margin when using a large number of cores (e.g., 240). The reason is that, with a low core count, random scheduling is unlikely to select highly correlated variables, and hence static block structures do not yield any benefit. Once the core count increases, the probability of picking multiple correlated variables goes up, and static correlation scheduling begins to show an advantage. However, STRADS dynamic scheduling based on variable importance yields an even greater improvement. On the NetFlix dataset (first row of Fig. 5 ), STRADS exhibits slightly better convergence rate for 4 and 8 cores, but an insubstantial benefit for 16 cores. The reason is one of sampling statistics: when using a small number of cores/blocks and uniformly sampling over rows and columns, the final distribution of block sizes (i.e. number of non-zero entries) exhibits a large variance -that is to say, some blocks can be much larger than others. Hence, the largest block becomes a severe bottleneck. However, once the number of cores/blocks is increased, the variance in block sizes drops, and the bottleneck is thus reduced.
Experiments on Parallel Matrix Factorization
For the Yahoo-Music dataset (second row of Fig. 5 ), STRADS exhibits much clearer benefits from load balancing. Moreover, unlike the NetFlix dataset, the gain due to load balancing actually increases with more cores. It turns out that the non-zero entries in the Yahoo-Music dataset are heavily biased towards a few items (i.e. strong power-law behavior)
-hence without load balancing, algorithm performance is no better than a single thread due to bottlenecking on the extreme users. STRADS load balancing resolves this problem, allowing for full parallelism (which explains the widening gap w.r.t. the naive scheduler at higher core counts).
RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
Variable scheduling is a key component of many distributed platforms such as Pregel [20] , MapReduce [3] and GraphLab [18] . For example, GraphLab paritions graph data to minimize communication and synchronization costs between different connected nodes; furthermore, GraphLab provides various consistency schemes to synchronize dependent parameters or variables. Pregel is designed to process large scale graphs, and schedules computations using workflow graphs. Hadoop distributes the data to workers, in a manner that limits communication due to map-reduce synchronization. Our work differs from these scheduling approaches, in that we consider not only static information embedded in the data, but also dynamic information such as transient parameters or variables learned at runtime.
Algorithms for our two exemplar applications, parallel Lasso and MF, have been extensively studied in the literature: examples include randomized block-coordinate descent [22] , dual decomposition [1] , parallel stochastic gradient decent [19, 21] , and parallel coordinate descent [2, 27] . These works differ from ours in the sense that we suggest a general-purpose dynamic scheduler to boost the performance and correctness of parallel ML algorithms, rather than an algorithm tailored to a specific application. In fact, we used existing algorithms for parallel Lasso and MF without any modification. In that regard, STRADS can be combined with any new developments in parallel Lasso or MF algorithms, so as to yield further performance improvements. 
where λ denotes the regularization parameter, and L(·) is a non-negative convex loss function.
We assume thatX and y are standardized and consider (7) without an intercept. For simplicity but without loss of generality, we let L(X, y, β) = . However, it is straightforward to use other loss functions such as logistic-loss using the same approach shown in [2] .
For theoretical analysis, we rewrite problem (7) as:
where X contains duplicated features with opposite sign such that x for all j = 1, . . . , J and i = 1, . . . , N , and β j ≥ 0, for all j = 1, . . . , 2J. Note that problem (7) and (8) are equivalent optimization problem [2] . To optimize the problem 8, we can use parallel coordinate descent method (Shotgun) proposed by [2] , and the update rule is β j ← β j + δβ j , where δβ j is given by,
where F (β) = is the set of indices of coefficients updated in parallel at the t-th iteration, and ρ is sufficiently small such that ρδβ (t) j δβ (t) k < , for all j = k ∈ P t , where is a small positive constant. Then, the sampling distribution p(j) ∝ 1 2 (δβ j ) 2 approximately maximizes a lower bound L to the expected decrease in the objective function F (β (t) ) after updating coefficients indexed by P t , where L is defined as
Proof. From assumption 3.1 in [2] , we have
where (∆β (t) ) T ∇F (β (t) ) ≤ 0. For simple notation, let us omit the super script representing
gives us approximately optimal distribution to maximize the lower bound L of E Pt [F (β) − F (β + ∆β)].
